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et’s all say it together – goodbye, 2020! As we get set to embark on a new
year, The Journal brings you our Health and Fitness Guide. We’ve moved this
guide from January to December so you can get a head start planning your
healthier, happier 2021. You’ll find a diverse group of professionals with exciting
suggestions on improving your quality of life. All the best for a healthy new year!
BY LORI DRAZ
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Atlantic Pediatric Dentistry

Dr. Safari and Dr. Guerrasio
200 White Rd., Suite 113 in Little Silver
732-842-1155
AtlanticPediatricDentistry.com, email atlanticpediatricdentistry@
gmail.com
Open Monday, Tuesday and Thursday from 8 am to 5 pm;
Wednesday from 8 am to 4:30 pm and Friday from 8 am to 4 pm
Drs. Matt Safari and Sally Guerrasio provide exceptional and comprehensive dental care for children and those with special needs in a
supportive environment that welcomes family members to participate
in their loved ones’ dental visits.
The doctors have trained extensively with the Solea laser and are
of the few pediatric providers with this technology. Solea is a painfree way to treat dental disease and oral pathology, by eliminating the
need for anesthetic injections and stitches when dental work is done.
Dr. Safari received his pediatric dentistry certificate from the University of Nebraska and has been practicing for more than 25 years. He
is on staff at Monmouth Medical Center where he completes cases in
the operating room and is an instructor to the dental residents there.
Dr. Guerrasio received her pediatric dentistry certificate from Rutgers Dental School along with her master’s degree in dental science.
She is a board-certified diplomate from the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry.
This husband-and-wife team serves its community and advocates
for the dental profession as presidents of the Monmouth Ocean County Dental Society.
“Our team’s mission is to provide all children and adolescents
exceptional dental care that emphasizes prevention in a caring and
compassionate environment,” they said. “We encourage parents to
participate in their children’s dental visits in order to educate each
child about dental health.”
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Beyond by Aerus

555 Shrewsbury Ave. in Shrewsbury
732-224-9099
frsilvershore1@aerushome.com
Whether you own a business or a home, you have felt the impact
and concerns over COVID-19. John Trotte at Beyond by Aerus in Shrewsbury has been serving Monmouth County for almost 30 years, and he
understands. As businesses, schools, and more locations and activities
continue to reopen, you want to take all steps and precautions to create a
more stable environment, offer peace of mind to everyone in your organization and to protect your families.
On Sept. 30, Aerus proudly announced that its proprietary Active
Pure Technology had been tested in an FDA-approved laboratory and had
been proven to kill SARS-COV-2 novel coronavirus on surfaces.
Active Pure Technology is a NASA-certified Space Technology that
proactively kills viruses, bacteria and germs both on the surfaces and in
the air. Learn about the cost-effective solutions for this remarkable system
that can be delivered and set up in your home or business quickly and efficiently without interfering with your daily operations. Beyond by Aerus
has provided many of these units to all sizes of businesses across the
country. You can be confident that you will have fast and friendly service
going forward with this longtime local business. Now you can put this
powerful technology to work to bring you health, protection and peace of
mind as many locals have, like Dr. Bruce Bilow at Laser Dentistry, Atlantic
Clubs and many more.
continued on page 45

World-Class
Substance Abuse
and Mental
Health Outpatient
Treatment Centers.
The Counseling Center offers a full range of
substance abuse and mental health
treatment in a serene and comfortable
atmosphere with lexible scheduling during
day and evening hours.

RECOVERY IS
CLOSER THAN
YOU THINK

10 Facilities Throughout New Jersey

Freehold • Monmouth Junction • Clark
West Caldwell • Fair Lawn • Middlesex
Cherry Hill • Toms River • Roxbury • Robbinsville

Learn More at
thecounselingcenter.com
or call 888-547-9413
All Services Also Available via Telehealth

The Chelsea at Shrewsbury

515 Shrewsbury Ave. in Shrewsbury
732-747-7540
ChelseaSeniorLiving.com/locations/new-jersey/shrewsbury, email
anappi@cslal.com
Open from 8 am to 8 pm daily
For more than 30 years, Chelsea Senior Living has remained
dedicated to fulfilling its mission of providing a comfortable, safe and
secure home for those who need help with daily living activities, in a
caring atmosphere of respect and dignity.
Every resident is treated with the utmost respect. The warm,
nurturing environment allows them to thrive, make new friends and
enjoy a superior quality of life, greater than seniors would at home.
Chelsea communities encourage independence, emphasize freedom
of choice, protect privacy and promote individuality.
Chelsea Senior Living has been nationally recognized for Excellence in Assisted Living by the American Health Care Association and
the National Center Assisted Living.
Residents enjoy the company of a skilled, trained staff available
24 hours a day; weekly housekeeping and laundry service; three de-

licious, well-balanced meals served restaurant-style; health and wellness
programs with a full-time registered nurse; complimentary transportation
services and a 24-hour emergency response system.
Residents receive assistance with daily living activities and have
comprehensive social, cultural, spiritual and recreational activities, even
a full-service beauty salon. On-site medical consultations and medication
management services are also available in this beautiful, cozy residence.
Life is wonderful at The Chelsea at Shrewsbury. Call to arrange a private
tour and see.

The Counseling Center

With locations in Freehold, Fair Lawn, Toms River, Cherry Hill, Middlesex, Monmouth Junction, Roxbury, Robbinsville, West Caldwell as well
as in Millbury, Massachusetts and Yorktown Heights, New York
855-788-8247
TheCounselingCenter.com, email Info@thecounselingcenter.com
Open from 9 am to 9 pm daily
The Counseling Center is an outpatient addiction treatment center for
adults and adolescents seeking treatment for addiction, mental health discontinued on page 46
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orders, alcoholism and co-occurring disorders associated with addiction
and substance use. The Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP) combines
evidence-based, state-of-the-art treatment with skilled counselors.
Services include day and evening Substance Abuse IOP groups,
Mental Health IOP groups, individual counseling, family sessions, an
alumni and peer support program, and medication management. Assessments are available Monday through Saturday. All services are also
available via telehealth platform or in person.

Del Negro Integrative Health

200 Monmouth St., Suite 350 in the Anderson Building in downtown Red Bank
732-820-6680
DelNegroIntegrativeHealth.com, email info@delnegrointegrativehealth.com
Follow @delnegrointegrativehealth on social media
When was the last time you felt truly well? That well-rested, energetic and focused kind of well? Many people can’t quite remember
when their health veered off track. You may be experiencing more
gastrointestinal distress, constipation, bloating, reflux or unwanted
weight gain. Maybe it’s a lack of energy or mental fog. You may have
even talked with your primary doctor, but all of your conventional labs
look fine. No one deserves to feel crummy!
Rediscover Wellness with Del Negro Integrative Health! Their approach combines conventional Western medicine with science-based
nutrition, mind-body connection, lifestyle changes, and sometimes
pharmaceutical and/or herbal supplementation. Their patient-centered approach means they work with you to explore the root cause of
illness, not just your symptoms. Del Negro Integrative Health focuses
on incorporating real food, nutrition, breathing techniques, resilience
and purpose into everyday life.
Book your free strategy call today. This completely free 15-minute call with Dr. Robyn Del Negro is the first step to feeling better every day. Dr. Del Negro, MD, is a board-certified physician in Integrative
Medicine and PM&R. She has been practicing conventional-based
Western medicine since 1993 and has specialty training with the Institute of Functional Medicine. Her mission is to empower her community to embrace healthy behaviors and optimize wellness.

The Journal staff wishes
you happy holidays and
a healthy new year!
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Jersey Rehab Pain Management
Sports Medicine
Edwin M. Gangemi, M.D., FAAC, PM&R
45 West River Rd. in Rumson
732-345-8535
JerseyRehab.com
Open Monday from 9 am to 7 pm, Tuesday through
Friday from 9 am to 5 pm
All appointments within 24 hours. Walk-ins welcome.
Emergent visits accepted.

Dr. Edwin M. Gangemi set out to establish the most comprehensive
rehabilitation and pain management practice in the Northeast when he
founded Jersey Rehab Pain Management in 1993. Dr. Gangemi has extensive expertise in treating a vast array of neuromusculoskeletal injuries,
including stroke, amputations, neck pain, low back pain, carpal tunnel
syndrome, and pre- and post-joint replacement surgery. Specializing in
both acute and chronic pain, Dr. Gangemi treats patients who suffer from
sports injuries, orthopedic problems, neurological disorders and degenerative tissue disorders as well as a wide variety of medical conditions affecting the brain, spinal cord, nerves, bones, joints, ligaments, muscles and
tendons due to injuries, illnesses or disabilities.
A graduate of Rutgers University and New York Medical College, Dr.
Gangemi completed his residency in the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation at the Kessler Institute of Rehabilitation under the auspices of the
University of Medicine and Dentistry Program of New Jersey. Dr. Gangemi
has been one of New Jersey Monthly’s Top Doctors for 12 years and counting. He is board-certified and has 30 years of clinical practice and success.
“We provide our patients with the extraordinary care, coupled with
the most innovative pain management techniques in the industry, as we
strive to relieve pain and restore quality of life.”

La Luna Counseling and Wellness

43 Main St. in Avon-by-the-Sea
732-943-6791
LaLunaCounselingAndWellness.com,
email LaLunaCounselingandWellness@gmail.com
Open Tuesday, Thursday through Sunday from 9 am to 9 pm
“Just like the moon, we all go through phases. This moment in time
might feel overwhelming, but we can move forward through this, together.”
continued on page 48

Motherhood brings countless changes, and for some, that includes
postpartum depression and anxiety, but people weren't meant to deal
with heavy emotions alone. La Luna Counseling and Wellness offers holistic counseling solutions from a licensed and trained professional for
concerns with postpartum changes as well as anxiety, addiction, depression and bipolar disorder.
La Luna Counseling and Wellness is a talk therapy private practice
that uses mindfulness-based approaches such as meditation, grounding, yoga and more to treat individuals dealing with mental health
challenges. Angela Mancini is a licensed professional counselor who
specializes in postpartum anxiety and depression. Angela has her master’s degree in clinical and mental health counseling, is a 200-hour
registered yoga instructor and has completed her two-day training in
Perinatal Mood Disorders.
La Luna Counseling and Wellness opened on Sept. 1 for moms
looking to find their tribe of other mothers who understand where they
are coming from. There is currently a monthly La Luna Tribe group with a
monthly in person meeting and social media options as well.
La Luna Counseling and Wellness offers individual therapy and
group therapy sessions along with insightful workshops and seminars.
Angela’s purpose for opening La Luna was to create a space for people to
feel comfortable enough to finally take a deep breath of fresh air.  
Get on the path to healing with individual therapy by reaching out
to La Luna Counseling and Wellness.

Wishing all of our
readers, advertisers,
family, friends and
supporters a very
happy and healthy
holiday season.
—The Journal Staff
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Medimorphosis Physician-Assisted
Weight Loss

499 Broad St. in Shrewsbury
732-389-0131
MedimorphWeightLoss.com and on Facebook and Twitter
Open Monday and Wednesday from 1 to 8 pm, Thursday from 9
am to 4 pm and Friday from 7 am to 2 pm. They are also currently
offering virtual telemedicine visits.
As you get ready to say goodbye to a trying year, it is now time to
look forward to better days ahead. With that in mind, prioritizing your
health and well-being should be at the top of your to-do list. A great
place to start is with the compassionate professionals at Medimorphosis
Physician-Assisted Weight Loss. Their board-certified medical weight loss
physician, certified behavioral counselor and caring staff will support you
every step of the way toward your new life.
As they’ve done for the last 10 years, they continue to offer expert
treatment using research-based meal plans, activity plans, behavioral
counseling and medication where appropriate. Since they believe your
mental health is just as critical as your physical health, they offer online
meditation classes and mindful eating classes. Once you improve your
health and body, Dr. Huegel will also help you put your best face forward.
Medimorphosis is now offering a unique holistic approach to Botox
treatment. Call 732-389-0131 today to set up a free consultation.

Shore Point Aesthetics and Healing

The Salt Suite

16 West River Road, Suite 2 in Rumson
732-639-3654
ShorePointHealing.com, email shorepointhealing@gmail.com

1800 Route 35, Suite 1 in Oakhurst
732-455-2535
TheSaltSuite.com
Hours TBD, call for an appointment
If you suffer from allergies, asthma, eczema, psoriasis, have just gotten
over a cold or simply want to relax, then it’s time for a visit to a new wellness
resource called The Salt Suite, opening this month in Oakhurst. The Salt Suite
offers two suites for adult salt therapy and one suite catered to children.
Salt therapy has been a well-established, widespread treatment in Europe since the 1800s, which is now growing in popularity in the U.S.  
The environment inside the therapy room mimics the salt mines of Eastern Europe, where in the mid-1800s, it was discovered that mine workers
rarely suffered from any respiratory disorders. Clients relax for 45 minutes
in a comfortable, reclining chair immersed in a softly lit room with salt on
the floor and walls. A special machine called a halogenerator grinds pharmaceutical-grade salt into particles 30 times finer than a human hair. When the
dry salt enters the respiratory tract, its anti-inflammatory and anti-bacterial
properties work to improve lung functions, clear toxins and pollutants in nasal passages and lungs, reduce bronchial inflammation, enhance endurance,
and diminish snoring.
And you can try this amazing therapy for free. The Salt Suite offers memberships or individual treatments – and your first session is free! Pre-sale
memberships at special Founder’s rates are available while quantities last.

There are many paths to feeling well, and at Shore Point Aesthetics and Healing, Eastern and Western medicine combines for your better health. Erica LoPresti RN, MSN, FNP-BC, board-certified nurse practitioner and a leading innovator in regenerative medicine, started Shore
Point in 2019. She uses her years of experience to unite traditional and
holistic modalities and therapies.
Patients’ health conditions are transformed. Their pain is reduced,
vitality restored, and general mood and good feeling indexes rise.
Using combined Eastern and Western medicine, diet and awareness,
patients reconnect their mind and body and increase their confidence
through anti-aging and regenerative care.
Read some testimonials of people who have experienced real
overall improvements holistically.
As the owner, medical director and provider at Shore Point, Erica's
practice offers unparalleled attention, compassion and communication to every patient. Let her help you become healthy, uplifted and
empowered with a program personalized and completely focused on
improving your individual quality of life from the inside out.

ASK CASSIE
Dear Cassie: I just found out that my spouse sent a subpoena for my
medical records. Is he allowed to do this? – P.P.
Dear P.P.: When a divorce is pending, parties to a divorce can seek records – also called “discovery” – which are relevant to the divorce matter.
The issuance of a subpoena is one manner in which records can be sought.
A subpoena is a demand that a witness either appear in court, testify at a
deposition or produce requested documents.
Whether or not your medical records are relevant in your divorce matter will depend on the specific facts of your case. For example, if your mental health is in issue, perhaps because custody and parenting time are in
dispute, these records could be relevant. Similarly, if your physical health is
in issue, perhaps because your ability to work and to earn an income is in
dispute as it pertains to either alimony or child support, these records could
be relevant.
However, you should understand that your private medical information is also subject to protections under HIPAA (the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996), as well as the doctor-patient privilege.
Therefore, depending on the facts of your case, it may be appropriate for
your medical records to stay private. Alternatively, it may be appropriate for
there to be only limited disclosure of your medical records.

If you have an objection to the subpoena that was issued, the manner in
which to object is called a “motion to quash the subpoena.” Such a motion is
filed with the court, and outlines the basis for the objection to the subpoena.
The court will then determine whether it is appropriate for the records to be
produced, in whole or in part, or if the subpoena will be quashed.

Have a divorce and family law
question for Cassie? Submit your
question to admin@paonezaleski.
com for consideration in the next
edition of “Ask Cassie.”
Cassie Murphy is a divorce and
family law Partner with the Law
Offices of Paone, Zaleski & Murphy,
with offices in Red Bank and
Woodbridge.
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Monmouth County Doctor Offers Concierge
Medicine, House Calls to Ensure Patients’ Safety

W

ith more than 25 years
of experience and a
reignited passion to
help others, one local doctor is
changing the way he cares for
patients by adapting to new
technology and the ever-changing way of life.
Dr. Ralph K Messo, Jr. is
a Colts Neck resident and physician who has been serving
the Staten Island and Central
Jersey area for nearly three
decades. He is a board-certified
internist and pediatrician who recently opened DR4ALLMedical, LLC.
Dr. Messo graduated from Wagner, then received his medical
degree from University of New England. He later returned and earned
his master’s degree in Medical Education because of his love of educating new students and resident physicians. While on campus, he
drove a car with the license plate DOC-TO-B, a visual reminder of “what this
is all about,” he said. He completed his dual residency, specializing in internal medicine and pediatrics at Northwell Health/Staten Island University
Hospital.
After his four-year residency, he switched out his license plate for one
that read, DR-4-ALL. The sign, which expressed his desire to provide the
highest quality care to patients of all ages, still hangs in his garage and was
the inspiration behind naming his new venture.
Through DR4ALLMedical, Dr. Messo offers house calls for patients, concierge medicine and telemedicine – all of which allow patients to receive
individualized attention and care.
“I used to do some house calls, and I really liked it,” Dr. Messo said.
“Now, with this pandemic, the field has changed. I think telemedicine is
here to stay. I realized I could take care of patents in their home and do 95
percent of what I was able to do in an office.”
House calls are offered to patients of all ages and medical needs. They
can be performed in one’s home or place of employment and are typically

Fir
sessiosnt
is

FREE!

Changing Lives One Breath at a Time!™
*Pre-sale memberships at special Founder’s rates are available while quantities last.*
Offer Expires 1/15/21

1800 Highway 35 · Ocean Township · 732-455-2535
thesaltsuite.com/oceantownship
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scheduled Monday through
Friday from 8 am to 7 pm. By
eliminating travel to a doctor’s office and time spent
in a waiting room, patients
are exposing themselves to
fewer germs, all while maximizing their time and budget. Dr. Messo offers rapid
strep tests, rapid flu tests,
glucose tests, rapid Covid
testing (15-minute results)
and injectable medications,
if needed.
Patients can also have X-rays done as well as sonograms, cardiograms and pulmonary tests through a third party DR4ALLMedical uses
to bring needed equipment into people’s homes.
Dr. Messo is focusing his practice to the Monmouth County area
and capping the number of patients he accepts through his concierge
service to ensure he can maintain personal relationships with them,
thus providing the most comprehensive, customized treatment plans
for a variety of conditions.
“Traditionally, a primary care physician cares for anywhere from
3,000 to 5,000 patients,” Dr. Messo said. “With a concierge model,
most panels are limited to 300 to 500 patients. In order for physicians
to cover the cost of their overhead, more and more patients need to
be seen in the traditional office, oftentimes leaving patients frustrated
and with unanswered questions. I want to be available for my patients
and hopefully that day.”
Three levels of memberships are designed to meet patients’
different health needs, each at a different yearly cost. Members can
expect extended visits, same-day or next-day priority scheduling, a
comprehensive annual examination by Dr. Messo, unlimited email
correspondence with their provider, and included house calls and telemedicine appointments.
Non-members still have the option to schedule house calls and
telemedicine appointments at different rates.
Dr. Messo, who previously owned a practice in Colts Neck, said
this new style of medicine has symbolized a “rebirth of [his] career.”
“This has gotten me back to what I love to do,” he said. “I’ve had
past patients reaching out and signing up. I think that says a lot.”
Dr. Messo lives in Colts Neck with his wife and three children. He
is a past president of the Richmond County Medical Society in New
York and has been cited in the Library of Congress. He was voted one
of America’s Top Physicians and America’s Top Pediatricians by “Better
Living Magazine.”
To learn more about him and this innovative practice, visit DR4ALLMedical.org, email DR4ALLMedical@gmail.com or call 732-539-7007.
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The Functional & Integrative Medicine approach
combines conventional Western medicine with
science based functional nutrition, mind-body
connection, lifestyle changes, and pharmaceutical
and herbal supplementation as needed. It is patient
centered, where collaboration and mutual decision
making are vital. Listening to the patient’s story and
utilizing specialized diagnostic testing helps tailor a
personalized approach to wellness.

downtown red bank

ongoing education

Anderson Building
200 Monmouth Street, Suite 350
Red Bank, NJ 07701

patient centered approach

732.820.6680
delnegrointegrativehealth.com

Resources to Combat the Winter Blues
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Radios blast, “It’s the most wonderful time of the year,” but for many, the
holiday season is not merry and bright. There are many people who suffer
through the season with depression, anxiety over bills, loss, anger and, this
year in particular, with overwhelming feelings of isolation. The winter blues
are being made worse by the restrictions on travel and in-person gatherings.
There won’t be a Christmas party, no cheerful smiles from busy shoppers.
Even Santa will be hearing your wishes virtually. Add that to that to the long,
dark winter days, and the shift in mood is easy to understand.

S

ome have a condition called Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). While
anyone can get the blues when the skies are gray and the nights come
early, people suffering from SAD display symptoms including irritability, changes in appetite and sleeping patterns, cloudy thinking, feeling
worthless or hopeless, low energy and loss of interest in previously pleasurable activities. If you feel this way for more than a few days or have found it
difficult to connect with loved ones, reach out for support.
It is important to know that there are many people out there not living
in a Hallmark movie. It’s also important to know that there is help nearby.
While friends and family are great sounding boards, they may also be the
source of the problem. In those cases, there are many professionals who can
help you understand and guide you back to feeling better. We have collected some valuable advice and resources from these experts in the hope that
if you or someone you care about is in need, you will not suffer alone.

Effects of COVID-19
The unprecedented effects of the COVID-19 restrictions are still being
researched and analyzed. Gretchen Morgan, LCSW, of Lighthouse Counseling & Sand Play Training Center, has been carefully following the data and
the impact it has on people who are already vulnerable to winter depression.
“Less sunlight and a general movement to indoor activities triggered
the onset of Seasonal Affective Disorder, which impacts up to 3 percent of
the general population and affects 10 to 20 percent of individuals with
pre-existing depressive disorders," Morgan said. "By mid-November, referrals peak (and plateau until March), causing a constant stream of treatment
requests from individuals with either trauma activation or acute grief symptomology secondary to anticipated holiday gatherings. Trauma is activated
as a result of feeling there is no exit strategy from interacting with abusive
or dysfunctional family members during holiday rituals, while grief is experienced when the absence of loved ones is deeply felt during the season.
“Now, with COVID, we are on the cusp of a mental health catastrophe.
In a study conducted by University of Oxford, 62,000 United States patients
with a diagnosis of COVID-19 were tracked for 12 weeks to assess post infection issues. One of the most stunning findings was that one in five patients
experienced significant mental health symptoms ranging from anxiety disorders to depression to insomnia to dementia in the aftermath of COVID.
“Another issue we are facing is the lack of consistent coregulation activities available to children and adults. Humans are relational beings who
require interaction and physical contact with others to maintain physical
and mental health. We are now living in a constant pre-traumatic state that
is resulting from either a prolonged state of isolation or the chronic cogni52
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tive dissonance that exists within us. We know we heal emotionally through
connection with loved ones, but close connection with loved ones can cause
physical illness or death. How can we possibly solve that conundrum with the
holidays upon us and we intuitively want to connect with others?
“As a practicing therapist for more than 25 years, I know mental health
treatment is not one-size-fits-all, especially when we are dealing with a global pandemic. It is critical, however, that we encourage all people experiencing
mental health concerns to ask for help. For some, relief will come through weekly psychotherapy treatments. For others, reiki or yoga or acupuncture or meeting with a life coach will be tremendously helpful. I have ‘prescribed’ anything
from nightly video chats with loved ones, to forming group exercise pods where
a group following CDC regulations meets for daily workouts. We must come up
with creative, strength-based, client-centered plans to help people connect with
each other if we want to emerge from this winter healthy and happy.”
To learn more about Lighthouse Counseling & Sand Play Training Center,
call 732-380-1575 or email gmorgan@lcsnj.com.

Concerning Behaviors
Unfortunately, depression can lead to abusive behaviors, including
drinking too much, using drugs, overspending and overeating. Marc Wurgaft,
LCSW, LCADC, CCS, executive director at The Counseling Center, a community-based state of New Jersey dually licensed counseling center for substance
abuse, addiction and a full spectrum of behavioral/mental health concerns,
offers some insights into recognizing and dealing with substance abuse behavior. In abuse, the user is aware of their actions, is in control of their behavior and using judgement – however poor that may be. They are making
a decision regardless of consequences. Addiction occurs when the substance
abuse behavior becomes an essential part of the person’s life, causing their
mental, physical and emotional health to deteriorate.
“Sometimes people turn to drugs, alcohol and other behaviors to try
and self-medicate undiagnosed or untreated mental health issues,” Wurgaft
said. “Certainly, these unprecedented times have seen a rise in those statistics. People are disconnected from family, friends, their workplaces, schools,
social groups and houses of worship. They have more private time, and some
people deal with boredom, loneliness, frustration and sadness by giving
themselves permission to behave in negative ways.
“Recognizing the symptoms in yourself or in others requires a careful
eye. In the home for instance, you may experience a spouse locked in a separate room during work hours. They appear to be productive, hard-workers,
but what is really going on behind those closed doors? Are they moody? Argumentative? Forgetful?

“For those dealing with distanced friends and family, keep a close eye
on how they look and sound. Everyone’s wardrobe has gotten a little relaxed these days, but are they disheveled? Unshaven? Wearing the same
clothes for days? Are there weight changes? What do they talk about? Do
they miss calls? If you think someone is in peril, it’s a good idea to suggest
a daily call. Don’t tell them you want to check in; just say you want the
company. People who abuse are good at masking behaviors. Ask a lot of
questions and see if things are adding up. When you take note of a sudden
behavioral change, find out what’s behind the sudden change.  
“Another troubling area of concern is children’s behaviors. Kids are
dealing with a lot, and they are generally susceptible to many stimuli, not
all of which are good. Sometimes kids are short-tempered, lazy, sloppy or
angry. Some kids, however, mask their symptoms by being perfect. Often
these behaviors have their roots in a mental health issue. This is referred
to as a co-occurring condition. Clinically it is important to resolve the substance abuse so that the mental health condition can reveal itself and be
treated properly.”
The Counseling Center operates 11 locations including Toms River,
Freehold and Middlesex. Its hotline, 855-788-8247, is open 24 hours a day
for your questions and referral appointment.

New Parents
Now consider the new moms out there who will not be able to share
baby’s first Christmas with their extended family and friends.
Angela Mancini a licensed professional counselor with a master's in
clinical and mental health counseling. She is certified in perinatal mood
disorders and a registered yoga instructor. She is also the owner of La Luna
Counseling and Wellness, which specializes in postpartum therapies.
“The pandemic has denied many extended family members a chance
to meet the newest addition,” Mancini said. “This can cause a new mom
extreme sadness. Most people envision their family members embracing
their child and watching them open gifts during the holidays. New moms
are facing the bleak reality of celebrating the holidays alone with the new
baby. While it is normal to be sad about not having the holidays that you
wanted, there is a difference between sadness and depression.” She offers
some warning signs that you or someone you know may be suffering from
depression: loss of interest in things that would normally excite you, a
feeling of hopelessness and/or suicidal ideation, issues with sleep (either
sleeping a lot more or unable to sleep), changes in appetite and irritability.
Mancini is familiar with these warning signs, as she candidly shared her
own battle and victory over postpartum depression.
“On April 9, I had my daughter, Luna, right in the middle of the pandemic lockdown,” she said. “I thought since this was my second child that I
would have no problem parenting two children. I started to realize quickly
that what I was feeling was not normal. I was having intrusive thoughts and
the never-ending idea that my family would be so much better off without
me. I did not have any postpartum anxiety or depression with my first child,
so this through me for a loop. Luckily, I was able to tell my husband how I
was feeling, and we found help for my symptoms.
“After that experience, I knew that I wanted to help people in my
same situation. Postpartum anxiety and depression is not something to be
ashamed of. Reach out and get the help you need. As soon as you start to
think something isn’t right, talk to a friend, your primary care doctor or your
OBGYN. They should be able to point you in the right direction. If I can come
out the other side, then you can too. We can do this together.
“I invite people to call or text 732-943-6791 or email me at LaLunaCounselingandWellness@gmail.com. There is also a very informative

website, postpartum.net. Additionally, Monmouth Medical Center has a
perinatal mood disorder unit that’s amazing as well. I also have a perinatal
mood disorder certificate, so I can see anyone that has these feelings as
well. If you feel that you are suffering from depression, please reach out to
a mental health professional. You can get through it.”

Holistic Treatments
As is becoming clear, depression and negative behaviors can be triggered from many sources. Equally, there are multiple therapies that can
bring you back to better. Erica LoPresti, RN, MSN, FNP-BC, is the creator
of Shore Point Aesthetics & Healing in Rumson. She is a national board-certified nurse practitioner who has been practicing for nearly 20 years.
Working in the hospitals, LoPresti has seen the devastation that any disease can cause. The led her to develop a more holistic, functional approach
to medicine, by combining the incredible healing capabilities of Eastern
and Western medicine.
“Depression and negative thoughts can also come about when you
become frustrated with your quality of life,” she said. “Being out of balance can cause chronic debilitating pain, brain fog, anger, tiredness and a
lack of interest or enthusiasm to engage, just to name a few. I learned that
when alternative healing modalities – which focus on the whole person,
mind, body and spirit – are applied, they are a valuable and life-changing
addition to the Western medicine I practice. Some of these therapies have
thousands of years of history. Some examples of these alternative therapies
are Ayurveda, functional nutrition, acupuncture, yoga, qigong, cupping,
mediation and reiki. I also have found IV therapies that focus on anti-aging,
recovery and immune system optimization as well as regenerative medicine are valuable in the quest for whole body health.
“Holistic treatments have helped me empower my clients with the
tools they need to develop their own inner strength, in turn helping them
to rebalance and help heal their minds, bodies and spirits. Utilizing a combination of these and Western therapies, when needed, creates an interconnectedness that has been valuable in helping people heal from most
mental, spiritual or physical conditions they may be facing.
“Ayurveda is a valuable form of Eastern medicine that utilizes food,
herbs, meditation, yoga and breath work which helps clients form an individualized roadmap for self-healing. Acupuncture, cupping, reiki and
qigong provide clients with body work to move stagnant energy, which is
believed to be the cause of some illnesses and pain in Eastern medicine.
IV therapies allow essential vitamins and nutrients to bypass the digestive system for more optimal absorption and should be concentrated in
a safe way through a naturopathic pharmacy. Meditation and prayer have
also been proven to increase self-awareness, reduce negative emotions,
increase imagination, faith and patience, build skills in managing stress,
improved memory, self-control and happiness. Two apps that I recommend
to start a meditation practice are Headspace and the Calm app.”
LoPresti invites you to call her office at 732- 639-3654 and discuss the
many therapies. You may also email info@shorepointhealing.com or visit
Instagram @shorepoint.healing.

Most importantly, do not suffer or let
someone you love suffer alone. There is help
at your fingertips. Have a safe and sound
holiday season and winter!
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Do it

Better :

E

veryone has different reasons for exercising. Many want to lose
weight, build endurance or become more limber. Others do it to improve their overall health or reduce physical pain. Some athletic people exercise for competitive reasons, either to reach their personal best or
perhaps to win a race.
Each of these reasons can have vastly different workout plans, so
it’s important to identify your goals to find an appropriate exercise regimen while considering other factors such as time, personality and
lifestyle. Here are some things to consider when developing your best
fitness routine.

Identify Your Goal(s)

It can be as direct as losing 10 pounds or running 10 miles. It can
also be a combination of goals. For instance, losing weight corresponds
to a desire to fit into favorite clothes. Going on a cycling trek could also
be a social activity with like-minded friends. Write down your goals, and
reinforce your list with what might happen if you reach those goals.

How to Find Your
Best Workout Plan
BY JOYCE VENEZIA SUSS

Consider Your Time and Energy Level

A single parent with two small children probably has less free time
than a retiree, but both can develop an exercise plan. If you are short
on time, do simple exercises at home or even your workplace. Invest
in some hand weights or resistance bands; use a table or desk for dips
and pushups; jog in place; do some squats and lunges. Not sure of the
proper techniques? Turn to the internet for video demonstrations.

Find Something You Love to Do

The key to exercise is finding activities that you really enjoy – and
that get your heart racing and your body moving. You can hike local
trails, take a brisk walk around your neighborhood or even work toward
a goal of running a marathon. If you’re not sure what you might enjoy,
try classes at a fitness club, such as spin cycling, yoga or kickboxing.
Dance studios may offer Zumba, line dancing and swing dancing. Swim
at the Y, go roller skating, play golf. Try to find several activities you enjoy,
so you don’t get bored.

Think About Your Personal Preferences

The most powerful air and surface
purification system ever discovered
Our ActivePure award winning technology goes
above and beyond traditional air purification
systems by actually eliminating harmful
contaminants in the air and surfaces of your
home or office.

Protect the people in your home
or office from harmful:

· Virus & Flu
· Germs
· Bacteria
· Allergens
· Odors
Call for an Email and Zoom Presentation

732-224-9099

Platinum Protection for Your Family’s Health from The Healthy Home Experts

TESTIMONIAL

“ACTIVEPURE is the best protection
for my patients and staff.”
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Find People Who Inspire You

Stay on target by developing a workout plan with at least one
other person, ideally someone who will exercise with you. And if you
are going solo, find family and friends to support you on your mission
to get fit, who want you to succeed. All the benefits of getting in better
shape come with time and patience, so you need a cheering squad,
especially if you get frustrated. Personal trainers are also an option for
those who do better with structured plans, whether it’s friendly or more
like boot camp.

Check with Your Doctor

We provide pick-up and delivery.

Dr Bruce Bilow at Laser Dentistry says

Do you want to exercise outside alone, enjoying the sounds of nature or your favorite tunes in your earbuds? Or are you a social butterfly
who prefers a lively fitness club? If you hate the atmosphere of gyms,
you can run, ride a bike or do your own exercise routine in the park.
Some group classes are also offered in outdoor settings.

555 Shrewsbury Ave, Shrewsbury
aerushome.com/silvershores
Frsilvershore1@aerushome.com
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Before beginning any exercise plan, make sure it won’t aggravate
prior injuries, especially to your knees or back. Depending on your current condition, walking on a treadmill may be safer than uneven sidewalks. If you have a heart condition or take medications, get clearance
from your physician.

Set a Realistic Timeline

With a regular workout plan, you might lose one or two pounds a
week, especially when done in conjunction with a healthy diet. Building endurance takes time – typically many months. If you want daily
gratification, get a pedometer to count your daily steps; some even keep
track of calories.

JUST LIKE
THE MOON,
WE ALL GO
THROUGH PHASES
At La Luna Counseling and Wellness,
we treat individuals dealing with mental
health challenges and prenatal/postpartum
anxiety and depression through talk
therapy, yoga, and meditation.
◆ Services offered for adolescents and adults
◆ Treatment for postpartum anxiety, depression,
bipolar disorder, addiction and more
◆ Mindfulness-based ideas and therapy
Angela Mancini is a licensed professional
counselor, national certified counselor, certified
behavioral assistant and is also certified in
disaster response. She is a 200-hour certified
yoga and meditation instructor who has clinical
work experience in inpatient settings, private
practice and substance abuse centers.

◆ One-on-one treatment or group healing
◆ Astrology workshops and seminars

@LaLunaCounseling  

TREATS
POSTPARTUM
ANXIETY &
DEPRESSION

43 Main St., Avon-by-the-Sea
732-943-6791 ◆ LaLunaCounselingAndWellness.com

Our office provides specialized dentistry for
children and adolescents in a warm, caring
and “child-friendly” environment.

Atlantic Pediatric Dentistry

200 White Road, Suite 113 Little Silver, NJ 07739

732-842-1155 • atlanticpediatricdentistry.com

Managing Stress During the Most Wonderful Time
BY CLAUDIA M. GREENHUT

T

he holiday season is a time most of us look forward to. For some of us,
it’s the joy of watching Santa Claus through the eyes of a child. For others, it’s the feeling of nostalgia from holiday traditions and memories.
The holidays can also be a stressful time, with end-of-year work deadlines
and the financial pressure of presents and entertaining. It’s also a reminder
of family and friends who are no longer here. And this year, a pandemic adds
even more stress to the usual mix. We’ve likely had to tell family and friends
we can’t make the annual visit with travel restrictions in place and that we
won’t see them at the annual holiday party. Even shopping is more stressful,
with longer lines to enforce social distancing and concerns about crowded
stores. They say stress can make you sick. I have seen this to be true myself.
Every year, without fail, I end up with a cold around mid-December after too
many holiday parties, too much running around, overeating, over-drinking
and not enough sleep. This year, while I will miss the holiday parties, I plan
to take advantage of the time I would have spent running around and focus
on rest and doing things I enjoy.
Here are a few simple things I have done to manage stress and plan on
doing throughout the holiday season:

Pay Attention to When You Eat

I try not to eat a few hours before bed and have noticed I get a better
night’s sleep. In addition to feeling more refreshed when I wake up, I have
found this to be a helpful way to manage weight. Fewer hours eating equals
fewer Girl Scout cookies. Simple math!
56
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Go for a Walk

When the daily stress of life has gotten to me, I have found a walk
in the fresh air really refreshing. This fall, I walked at Holmdel Park, and
the foliage was spectacular! Another great idea is to walk on the public
beach in Sea Bright. Just because it’s not summer doesn’t mean you
can’t get your beach fix. And if you can’t get to the park or beach, you’d
be amazed at what a walk around the block on a beautiful sunny day can
do for your mental state.

Cook a Gourmet Dinner at Home

The rage these days for anything is simple and quick, and most
of us rarely have time to cook a gourmet meal. But there is something
so gratifying about cooking a restaurant-quality meal at home. A little
more effort goes a long way. I even set the table with my nice dishes! A
fall favorite meal of mine has been lamb chops with anchovies, capers
and sage.

Drink Less

I have been drinking way more during quarantine, and I know I’m
not alone! My neighbors and I recently talked about trying fall-spiced
drinks but making them with less or no alcohol. Some helpful tips are:
use more apple cider and Pellegrino than vodka, and shop for some fun
non-alcoholic mixers such as SeedLip. You can still enjoy a cocktail that
is still delicious but has less alcohol.

jerseyrehab.com

EDWIN M. GANGEMI, M.D., FAAC, PM&R

45 WEST RIVER ROAD
RUMSON, NJ
732-345-8535
· Board Certified
· Thirty years of clinical practice
· Thirty years of clinical success
· Expert practice in all aspects
of non-operative musculoskeletal
injuries
· Interventional and
non-interventional pain
management
· Emergent visits accepted
· New Jersey Monthly Top Doctors
12 years and counting

My Visit to… Stress-Reducing Spots

BY JULIA MORTIMER

T

he days are shorter now, and thoughts of heading to bed begin
for me around 5 pm. While I’ve been eager for the holiday season
and excited for snowy days ahead, the change in temperature forces us to get creative with activities. Not only does the weather act as an
obstacle, but the restrictions from the pandemic are an added deterrent
in everyday life.
During the winter months, I tend to fall into a rut. The cold darkness sometimes puts a damper on my usual positive moods fueled by
sunlight. In an effort to push away the seasonal sadness, I try to stay
busy with stress-relieving hobbies. One includes baking, but on days
when I feel lazy, visiting a local bakery is always a solid alternative.
Flour on First has just opened in Atlantic Highlands, replacing Flaky
Tart. It is owned by one of the previous Flaky Tart owners Laura Martelli.
The bakery is located in the same spot as the previous shop.
Flour on First offer such delicious desserts, salads and other lunch options. I have a huge sweet tooth, so naturally I decided on a raspberry
linzer bar. I walked down First Avenue, the charming downtown street
in Atlantic Highlands, and enjoyed the flaky, fruity treat. I live about
20 minutes from the area, but I never mind taking the drive to the
quaint, waterfront town.
In my research for stress-relieving and rewarding things to do in
the area, I stumbled upon A Time to Kiln. The pottery studio located in
downtown Red Bank is a spot I’d go as a kid to sloppily paint a plate or
attend a birthday party. On this particular November day, it was warm,
so the studio had outdoor seating. My two friends and I went, picked
out our pottery pieces and began painting at a table on the street. I
chose a vase, which I plan to put eucalyptus in (another stress-relieving
effort). I had no vision for my piece, which is apparent on my speckled
lavender vase with random clouds and polka dots dispersed throughout it. It was truly a wonderful experience, escaping the chaos of elections, pandemics and seasonal sadness – to focus on something, even
if only for an hour. Once you’ve completed the piece, it has to go into
the kiln. Then your pottery is ready for pick up in a week, which I love

because it gives me something to look forward to!
Visiting local bakeries and painting pottery pieces are a few ways I’ve
found to bring that pep back in my step this winter.

Submit Your Local Photos

FOR OUR COVERS!

Send us your images from Colts Neck, Holmdel, Middletown, Lincroft,
Red Bank, Shrewsbury, Little Silver, Rumson, Fair Haven and Sea Bright.
Please include the location of the photo and your full name for credit.

SUBMIT TO: TheJournalNJ@gmail.com
SUBJECT LINE: Cover Shot
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very day we come in contact with plastics hundreds if not
thousands of times – from household and office items like
remote controls and keyboards, to medical waste, recreational
items and food handling products, and everything in between. Plastics
are a double-edged sword. They make our lives a lot more convenient,
but they leave behind waste that impacts the environment.
Jody Sackett, a member of the Rumson Environmental Commission, an educator and program coordinator at the New Jersey Sea
Grant Consortium, shared some scientific explanations of how plastics
travel through the waste stream. Micro plastics, the polymers that are
5 millimeters or less in size, are now found just about everywhere in
our environment, including our food, water and the air we breathe.
They originate from either a larger plastic item that has broken down
or from initially manufactured tiny polymers for consumer products.
According to Kristen Hall, chair of the Rumson Environmental
Commission, of the six common consumer plastics, “only three are
commonly recycled in Rumson and other communities. These three
commonly recyclable types of plastic can be identified by the numbers
1, 2 and 5 inside a triangle stamped on the item. One of the most
common is polyethylene terephthalate (PET or No. 1), which is used
to make soda and water bottles, peanut butter containers, condiment
bottles and the like. Milk jugs, detergent and shampoo bottles are all
made from high density polyethylene (HDPE or No. 2). Bottle caps,
straws, yogurt containers and food containers are made of polypropylene (PP or No. 5). Other types of plastics including Styrofoam, straws,
toys, plastic bags, PVC pipe and cereal box liners are not as easily recycled.” The Environmental Commission website provides information
on where these other plastics can be recycled or reused.
According to Sackett, all of these plastic items, like most polymers, take a long time to degrade. A plastic grocery bag takes 20 years
to decompose; nylon fabric takes 30 to 40 year; Styrofoam cups take
50 years; disposable diapers and water bottles take 450 years; and
monofilament fishing line takes 600 years. Over that time, plastics
break down into smaller and smaller micro-pieces which eventually
enter our bodies. It has been estimated that a credit card’s weight
worth of microplastic enters our bodies every week.
Hall continued, “Manufactured microplastics include microbeads
and nurdles. Polyethylene microbeads, smaller than a grain of sand,
were created for use in toothpastes, facial scrubs and many other personal-care products. Many water-treatment facilities are unable to filter
out the tiny pieces, allowing them to enter the water stream. Nurdles
are resin pellets, about the size of a lentil. Typically, recycled plastic is
cleaned and then reformed into long thin rods which are then cut into
tiny pieces called nurdles; these pieces are then melted by manufacturers to make new plastic products. Nurdles can be found on our local
beaches and waterways in many colors. They are extremely long-lasting, and wind and ocean currents can spread nurdles worldwide.”
There are some solutions, like recycling plastics into other polymer items such as insulation, furniture and consumer goods, though

at Plastic
BY LORI DRAZ

some estimates say only 9 percent of trash is recycled. Additionally, chemical solutions are being developed to remove plastics directly from the water or to reformulate polymers for faster degradation. Sackett added, “Adding a simple sugar to the polymer attracts bacteria to eat it. Behavioral changes, like using refillable bottles and skipping
disposable products, can make a big difference too. This November, Gov.
[Phil] Murphy signed Senate Bill 864 into law, which banned single-use
plastic bags, Styrofoam products like takeout containers and meat trays,
and plastic straws. This mandatory behavior change will eliminate a major
source of plastic litter and reduce the use of the fossil fuels to make them.”
Recycling, behavior changes, legislative bans and education can all
promote awareness of the plastic problem and identify solutions, but individual commitment and community involvement is needed to inspire
stewardship for the environment. To learn more, visit the Rumson Environmental Commission website at Rumsonnj.gov/env.

“Improving the quality of life
from the inside out”
Shore Point Aesthetics
& Healing offers the highest
quality alternative, aesthetic
and regenerative wellness
treatments to help rejuvenate,
regenerate, restore, and
reduce the breakdown
of the human body.

Erica LoPresti
RN,MSN, FNP-BC

16 WEST RIVER ROAD, SUITE 2, RUMSON
732-639-3654 info@shorepointhealing.com 
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Shrewsbury Runner Takes to the Course with
a Generous Spirit and Community Support
BY SHANNA O’MARA

O

n a mission to run for a cause, one woman won’t let her age, a hip
replacement or even a global pandemic stand in her way. Meet
Shrewsbury’s Tracey McGee.
McGee, a mother of three and retail buyer for The TJX Companies Inc.,
admitted she was never particularly interested in running. She first laced
up her shoes when her now-13-year-old son, Connor, was 1. The new parents had recently welcomed twins, Jack and Ryan, and with three babies
in the house, McGee needed a release. When her husband, Keith, was
home, she’d take a quick break from the diapers and run around the block.
Then she did two. Then she ran a mile. Today, McGee has run 16 marathons
across the globe – and she runs to raise money for causes she feels connected to and inspired by.
“I ran my first marathon in 2014, the Marine Corps Marathon in
Washington D.C.,” the 47-year-old said. “I remember people on the course
running for fallen soldiers, for charities. That really set the tone for my marathon running. I thought, ‘If I’m going to dedicate this much time and this
much training to this, I’m not doing it for myself. If I finish this race, I’m
going to continue to do this with a purpose.’ After crossing the finish line
that day, I decided my goal was to give back $100,000 to charity.”
And in just six short years, McGee has crushed that goal. To date, she
has raised $150,000 for individuals through the Fair Haven-based Lifeguard Ecumenical Foundation as well as for cancer research.
In 2019, McGee competed in the Boston Marathon as part of her
Running for Ryan campaign, ultimately raising more than $12,000 to help
Ryan Shaughnessy, a recent Red Bank Regional High School graduate, and
his family in their battle against leukemia. This March, McGee was ready
to travel to Toyko for another marathon, but the event was canceled just
two weeks before. Having been raising money for breast cancer research,
McGee said she “had to finish what I started.” McGee quickly found the
Napa Valley Marathon and purchased a plane ticket on the spot. She competed days later with her fastest time, three hours and 45 minutes, and was
able to donate more than $69,000 to the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. She
did so in memory of Lori Ricciuti, her former boss’ wife who lost her battle
to breast cancer two years ago, and in honor of Jen Robinson, a friend in
Shrewsbury who is fighting the disease.
With her time in California, McGee qualified for the 2021 Boston
Marathon. She has competed in this Massachusetts event several times,
including in 2016 when her running career took a frightening turn.
“I was training for Boston and thought I pulled a muscle in my groin,”
she said. “I kept running through the aches and pains. Two miles [into the

race], I knew it was a problem. I was raising money for Massachusetts General Hospital that year, and ironically, after the race, I ended up in their
emergency room.”
She was discharged to New Jersey for surgery. After meeting with Dr.
Christopher Spagnuola of Seaview Orthopaedics, McGee knew she trusted
him to perform her hip replacement. The surgery was successful, and McGee says her orthopedic surgeon “is the reason I can still do this.”
“As indebted as I am to Dr. Spagnuola for keeping me healthy and going, I’m incredibly grateful for my family,” she said. “Any marathon runner
knows it’s early mornings and late nights. They’ve been nothing but
supportive. My sons are always asking me what’s next, what cause.”
McGee said her neighbors and those in nearby towns have been
Three things to know about Tracey McGee:
just as enthusiastic about getting involved.
1. She has competed in five of the six World Marathon
“The community around here has been so wonderful,” she said.
Majors, including in New York City, Chicago, Boston, Lon“Donations come in from Little Silver, Shrewsbury, Rumson, Fair Hadon and Berlin. Toyko is the last she’ll cross off her list.
ven. I think people have seen what I’ve done over the years, and
2. Inspired by his mom’s selflessness, Connor McGee
they always ask, ‘When is the next race? When can I contribute?’
opted out of his birthday party one year and created a
People want to give back. Sometimes they don’t know how to do
Toys for Tots giving campaign instead.
it. In a way, I’ve given them a platform to give back. It’s for a per3. Before hanging up her running shoes, Tracey said she
son they might know. There’s a connection. The generosity has been
wants to raise $300,000 for charity.
overwhelming.”
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START THE NEW YEAR FOCUSING ON

A

CORE STRENGTH

t Inner Dynamics Physical Therapy, we are ecstatic about the start of the
Men and women may need to work a bit more on core support throughout
New Year. We embrace the opportunity to set new goals, new intentions,
different stages of their lives. Core strengthening may be beneficial after yo-yo
new mindsets and, of course, accomplish those goals we may not have
dieting with changes in weight, lack of activity, pain, posture problems, difficulty
gotten around to in 2020.
getting up and down from the floor, or trouble standing up from the seated
In 2021, we are focused on helping you reach your full potential and we
position. Before, during and after pregnancy, core strength is an important factor
believe starting with core strength is of utmost importance. When you think of
as well, especially if you have multiple births.
inner core strength you may think of it as a certain mindset - having the ability to
The most important factor when starting an exercise routine is not
make decisions, maintain focus, stand up for something
necessarily which exercises to start or avoid, but are you
you believe in, or embrace new opportunities. We believe
performing exercises correctly and safely? Supervision
THE MOST IMPORTANT
these are all important factors in core strength for our
guidance are the keys at the early stages of
FACTOR WHEN STARTING AN and
overall well-being. But of course, we also focus on core
beginning a strengthening program. Our mission is to
EXERCISE ROUTINE IS NOT get you to feel comfortable with exercise and know what
strength from a physical aspect and want to emphasis
how important our core muscles are for our physical wellexercises are best to help you reach your goals.
NECESSARILY WHICH
being.
We welcome the new 2021 mindset for core strength
EXERCISES TO START OR
One may think of core muscles as just our
related to our overall well-being. Make the decision to
abdominal muscles that span across the front of our
put yourself first. Focus on what is important to you and
AVOID, BUT ARE YOU
trunk by our belly button. We think of those “six pack”
what will better your everyday life. Make a plan of action
PERFORMING EXERCISES
abs as a sign of strength but that isn’t necessarily the
now. And lastly embrace the opportunity to try new
CORRECTLY AND SAFELY?
case. We would like to highlight the broader group of
things. We hope to hear from you!
core muscles that are essential to our overall well-being.
When seeking treatment from a physical therapist at
These muscles include our abdominal muscles, back muscles, diaphragm
IDPT, an individualized treatment plan and ways in which to progress treatment
muscle and pelvic floor muscles. Our core muscles essentially form the four
is created. IDPT works one-on-one with patients to address each and every need,
walls within our trunk surrounding our abdominal and pelvic cavity. We have
in which we understand varies tremendously from one patient to another.
muscles like our rectus abdominis and transverse abdominis in the front, our
If you have any specific questions, feel free to contact one of our physical
multifidus muscles that support our spine in the back, our diaphragm that
therapists at IDPT by calling us at 732.508.9926 or visiting our website at
covers the top of our abdomen directly beneath our lungs, and our pelvic floor
InnerDynamicsPT.com.
that covers the bottom of our pelvic cavity. Think of this area of your body as
being enclosed by a cylinder of supportive muscles.
You can also give our office a visit at 1300 State Route 35, Plaza 2,
Together these core muscles play a very important role in our everyday
Unit 102, Ocean, NJ 07712 or our second location at 167 Route 37 West,
function as they protect the spine during movement, help us maintain an
Unit 2, Toms River, NJ 08755.
upright posture, and keep our abdominal contents nice and safe. In order for
our body to work harmoniously, it is important for our core to be strong and
supportive from every angle. When there is weakness present, we begin to
make compensations affecting our movement. Core strength is important when
DR. ALISON ANKIEWICZ, PT
addressing low back pain, hip pain, balance problems, pelvic floor dysfunction
Pelvic Physical Therapist
and many other symptoms.
Co-Founder
Our core muscles are truly working all throughout the day to help us with
tasks that we may not even recognize are taking place. As mentioned, our core
muscles help us maintain an upright posture. When sitting and standing, good
core support means making sure we do not arch our back causing unwanted
pressure on the bottom of our spine, or slouch our shoulders causing neck
DR. TAMRA WROBLESKY, PT
tension. This dynamic can lead muscles overworking causing discomfort.
Pelvic Physical Therapist
Our core muscles also help with maintaining continence. When we cough,
Co-Founder
laugh or sneeze, we have a sudden change in abdominal and pelvic pressure that
may contribute to urine leakage. Working on our core muscles, in this case, our
abdominal and pelvic floor muscles, is vital in order to help prevent any loss of urine.

1300 State Route 35, Plaza 2, Unit 102 | Ocean, NJ 07712 • InnerDynamicsPT.com | 732-508-9926

Entrepreneur/Author Rob Stolker and
His Journey to Protect Female Athletes
BY EMILY CHANG

I

magine a field of kids running around at top speed,
holding hard sticks, and flinging a heavy ball back and
forth. Anyone would agree that this scene presents a
serious health risk, and protection should therefore be
worn to prevent injuries. Now picture these kids as girls
engaging in the exact same activity. They should still be
wearing protection, right? According to lacrosse standards, the answer is no. Headgear is exclusively required
for male athletes, but not for female ones.
Rob Stolker, a Holmdel resident of 20 years, first
handedly witnessed this issue through his daughters’
experiences playing lacrosse. He immediately noticed
the gender disparity that was evident on the field. Boys
were decked out in big, hard helmets, while girls were
completely unprotected. As a concerned father, Stolker
sought proper headgear but was disappointed by his
findings. Rather than receiving a wide array of helmets
to choose from, there was “nothing available,” he said.
This disappointment turned to anger and frustration,
then inspiration. He decided to take matters into his own
hands, resulting in the birth of Hummingbird Sports.
According to the Brain Safety Alliance, “About 47.9 percent of concussions girls sustain from being struck by a ball/crosse/stick could have been
prevented if girls had worn the same head protection as boys.” Hummingbird Sports specifically addresses this urgent issue, providing products that
ensure the safety of female athletes while simultaneously encouraging female participation in sports. Most sporting companies “resort to ‘shrinking
and pinking’ their boys' products,” but Hummingbird Sports creates original and effective gear to “empower and embrace the female athlete.”
Over the span of seven years, Hummingbird Sports has skyrocketed
to success. With features in “The New York Times,” “Forbes,” on CNBC and
more, Stolker was capable of turning his desire to protect his daughters
into a lifelong passion and successful business. However, the process was
not as easy as it sounds. Not only
did Hummingbird Sports’ first
ASTM-approved headgear take a
whopping three years to make,
they also faced constant obstacles
from US Lacrosse. After receiving what he called “misleading
emails” and witnessing an “inaction of not mandating,” Stolker
found the behavior of US Lacrosse
to be “baffling” and detrimental to
the well-being of young players.
While Stolker has succeeded in
directly addressing this issue with
Hummingbird Sports, he sought
to do even more by spreading
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Rob Stolker with daughters Erica, Talia, Jenna and Samantha

awareness and educating others on the subject. This past October marks
the launch of his book, “It's a No-Brainer, An Entrepreneur's Battle to Reduce Concussions in Girls' Lacrosse.” While Stolker admits that this sixyear long process was long and difficult, he called his experience speaking
with doctors, players, coaches and parents “unbelievable.” Not only was
he ecstatic by their shared passion to protect these girls, he also found it
“so humbling to lead them in this mission.”
The QR codes in Stolker’s book allow readers to easily access these
valuable interviews, as well as personal recordings about various topics
such as “the evolution of making [the company] and the venom [he has]
received from coaches who have an old-school mentality.”
“The feedback and reviews and support I have received [have] been
so amazing and humbling,” Stolker said. While he does not have any book
events currently scheduled, he hopes to plan them once the pandemic
clears up. He admitted it was not the best timing to release a book in the
midst of a global health crisis, but he was eager to get the information out
as soon as possible “for the girls’ sake.”
Stolker reveals that “creating this headgear and being the face of why
[proper female headgear] should be mandated” has been his biggest life
accomplishment thus far, besides raising his four daughters. Though his
daughters actually did not end up playing lacrosse, he is proud to have
contributed such a significant role in this athletic movement. Thanks to
Stolker’s commitment to protect female lacrosse players as well as his desire to defeat the stigma against girls in sports, the world of female athletics has become a safer place.
For more information about Hummingbird Sports, visit HummingbirdSports.com. For more information about Stolker’s book, visit RobStolker.
com. For more information on brain safety, visit BrainSafetyAlliance.com.
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nce the current pandemic took hold of our country, all non-essential workers were asked to stay home to prevent the spread
of the virus. In New Jersey, the term “essential” worker had a
broader meaning than had been previously recognized by our society. A variety of professions were identified as necessary to maintain
the health and welfare of their community. Among the occupations
considered essential were veterinary professionals.
GSVS wishes to take this opportunity to thank our veterinary
team who, despite personal risk to their own health, have come to
work day after day to care for our patients. Our dedicated team members include client service representatives, technicians, assistants,
administrative support staff, maintenance technicians and veterinarians who have truly given of themselves during this difficult time.
Alleviating the pain and suffering of animals is a core principal of the
veterinary profession, and our team members have clearly demonstrated their dedication to that goal. When someone becomes a veterinarian, they take an oath which contains the following language:
“Being admitted to the profession of veterinary medicine, I solemnly swear to use my scientific knowledge and skills for the benefit
of society through the protection of animal health and welfare, the
prevention and relief of animal suffering, the conservation of animal
resources, the promotion of public health, and the advancement of
medical knowledge.”
This oath acknowledges the key role that the veterinary profession also plays in the health and welfare of society. Veterinary team
members are among the healthcare professionals who provide surveillance for diseases which state and federal governments have designated as reportable, including zoonotic diseases, such as rabies, influenza and Lyme Disease. During the current pandemic, veterinary
health professionals are working alongside their counterparts in human medicine conducting research regarding COVID-19 that would
be beneficial to all species. Veterinary practices provide medical and
surgical care daily for critically ill and injured animals. Veterinarians
provide care for service and therapy animals, supporting both animal
and human welfare.
News reports have suggested that the human animal bond has
grown even stronger during the pandemic as we have been forced to
shelter in place, frequently isolated from other people. Many individuals have sought the comfort and companionship of animals during
this time, clearing out shelters. This is good news and hopefully is a
new normal that no one would mind continuing.
If your home has a furry family member, rest assured that
your veterinarian and their team of professionals remain committed to their care. GSVS wishes to recognize our veterinary team
members as heroes who are committed to the welfare of our patients
and their families.

